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SUNDAY JAZZ SUNDOWNERS

Benjamin Jephta Elekrik and fans

The New Age O�ering and Jazz lovers 1

The BAT Centre’s Sunday Jazz Sundowners featured Durban-based superb bands which 
thrilled jazz fans during their live performances. The first band which captured the moment 
was Benjamin Jephta Electriks, a four-piece band led by Benjamin Jephta. Next up was The 
Riley G Collective who performed on the second Sunday of the month. The setlist included 
thrilling tracks such as "Thoughts of Unrest", "Mzansi Rising" and "Double Minded", which mezmerised 
the audience. The New Age Offering ( previously known as Standard Bank Jazz Youth Band ) 
was the third band that performed in April, which indeed uplifted the spirit of jazz fans with 
their outstanding live performance 



Morning stars

Zethe captured while oozing her fans at the Sunday Jazz Sundowners.
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May was dedicated to Africa Month where the line-up bands delivered music that contained  
African touch. Lungani Gumede together with his band were the first act for the month, 
followed by the sensational Zethe who also performed with her band members. Zethe’s 
spectacular show was also dedicated to celebrate Mother’s Day as it was a moment where we 
acknowledge and appreciate our mothers. The third session of the Sunday Jazz Sundowners 
which was not just an ordinary show was also a fundraising event coordinated by The BAT 
centre together with the family of Ndikho Xaba. The Durban-based jazz legend celebrated his 
birthday in style with his music friends who supported him by performing for free at the show, 
and fans from KZN. The last act was Morning Stars – a Nigerian band  which performed purely 
African music.  



Nomkhubulwane Experience Band

Beetsho & Band

The Mu�nz closed o� Youth month 
with a high note
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2018’s Youth Month Celebration kick-started with Nomkhubulwane Experience Band – A 
band of young talented musicians performed original tracks, which were a mixture of vibrant, smooth 
and soulful sounds. Beetsho & Band presented an outstanding performance to our jazz audience at the BAT 
Centre's Sunday Jazz Sundowners show, and fans were dazzled by the striking performance. Nick Pitman 
together with his band managed to keep the standard on the third session of the jazz show, along with Salim 
Washington on tenor sax, Riley Giandhari on drums, Giyani Shangase on bass, David Langley on keyboard 
and Thabo Sikhakhane on trumpet. The band performed a mixture of own and cover songs, an array of jazz, 
blues, rock, pop, world music and much more. And on the last Sunday of the month, SA’s popular band – 
The Muffinz made a mark with their  live performance! The band performed hits such as “umsebenzi 
wendoda”, “Do what you love”, “Turn your light down low” and a tribute to the late Legend Hugh Masekela.  



Jazz artists and Ndikho Xaba made certain to wow fans during the celebration of his birthday.
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KZN jazz musicians and fans enthusiastically gathered at the BAT Centre’s Sipho Gumede Hall on 
Sunday, 20 May 2018, to honour the legendary jazz artist, Ndikho Xaba, and his 84th birthday 
 
The event coordinated by Xaba family in corporation with The Bat Centre was aimed to commemorate, 
fundraise and help the legendary jazz musician that has been diagnosed with Parkinson’s disease in 
2008 by supporting the family in providing a 24-hours home-based care.  
 
The line-up consisted of sensational live performances by jazz musicians such as the Dlamini, 
Umkhumbane Jazz Ensembles, UKZN Big Band, Iza - Ngoma, Feya Faku,  Salim Washington, Neil 
Gonlaves, Sazi Dlamini, Lou Dlamini, John Kordalewski from the US, Madala Kunene and Richard Ellis, 
just to name a few. Ndikho Xaba’s wife, Nomusa Xaba, was a programme director together with the 
founding member of Heel’s Over Head band, Zama Thulile. The couple (Nomusa and Ndikho)  was 
amongst the artists that were performing at the birthday celebration. The guest of honour Ndikho 
performed with Iza-Ngoma band, while his wife created a story-telling session with Thulile.  
 
The family has raised $2‚500 (about R32 000) through crowd funding, including R 12 000 for ticket 
sales and continues to accept donations from supporters.  

84th Birthday Celebration Ndikho Xaba  



2018’s Visual Arts students did very impressive art works during The Durban Art Gallery Workshop 
which took place from the 3rd of April to the 13 April 2018.  The worshop was held at an art centre 
located in Lindelani township which is known as   INK Art Centre. The visual art students  were 
given the theme to explore: From CODESA to-date. Charcoal, pencils and oil pastels is the 
medium that was used to execute artworks. This group of young artists proved how dedicated and 
passionate they are for the art industry. The final works will form part of an exhibition coordinated 
by the Durban Art Gallery. 

Visual Arts Student’s Showcase 
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ISEA 2018 – at BAT Centre 
 

EcoBricks Exchange  
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International Symposium on Electronic Art brought a special conference called Durban: 
ISEA2018 from the 23rd to 30th of April, which made new audience. Academics and 
practitioners came together and discussed themes around arts, technology and 
participation.  

The BAT Centre has been raising awareness of environmental challenges in Durban’s 
communities with a campaign called „ Let Green It“. Other organisations such as Durban Green 
Corridors, Durban Solid Waste  and EcoBricks Exchange have opted to work together with The 
BAT in order to convey the message of recycling, protecting and preserving the environment.  
 
EcoBricks team visited The BAT Centre on the 1st of June 2018 for a Question & Answer 
Session coordinated for the community. The session was about enlighting the public about 
the importance of saving nature and giving amazing ideas of how to create useful material 
made up of plastic waste.  
 
 
As a social enterprise, the EcoBricks Exchange (EBE for short) aims at protecting the 
environment from plastic waste whilst supporting Early Childhood Development. EBE plans to 
do this by building schools and structures of value from unrecyclable plastic waste. Using 
empty 2l plastic bottles filled up with unrecycable plastic waste, such as wrappings of sweets 
and much more, you can create „EcoBricks“ – and use them to build.  
 
For more information, check out the project on their                                      
website: https://ecobrickexchange.org/views/home.php  
 
* Contact BAT Centre or EcoBricks Exchange in case you want to participate in the project by 
building with or dropping off your EcoBricks at BAT Centre! *  
 
 



The theme „Intersections“ positioned creative technological innovation as an activist 
engagement in public space with critical questions of ownership and development.  

PS2Lab@ISEA 2018 
 

Everyone was invited to join two workshops by PS2LAB@ISEA2018 at BAT Centre on 23 June 
and 27 June 2018. PS2LAB is „People´s Smart Sculptures“, a European project focusing on 
participative arts in cross-cultural city spaces to redesign the urban environment. The first 
part of „Trails of Memory“ was enabling visitors to craft their 3D Scan into a virtual map of 
Durban to inscribe their individual urban memory on its Virtual Reality pavement – the 
second part of „Making things tell“ turned objects of the participants´ choice into a building 
element of a virtual city.  
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YOUTH DAY CELEBRATION BY BAT CENTRE STUDENTS
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BAT Centre´s Visual Arts and Music students came together to reflect upon what happened 32 
years ago and discussed what is important to our society. Talks, poetry and theatre made up an 
exciting mix of performances - with guests such as the group "Vision 2030" from Amanzimtoti and 
"Nowadays Poets".  The program informed all attendees about the importance of using skills to 
grow, share and create a future for the next young generations. 



POETRY AT BAT CENTRE
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Words, words, words - Durban´s youths and young adults are making use of their languages 
with poetry. During the Blend Session on 26 May 2018, poets addressed challenges in 
society, the ups and downs in their daily lives and most of all, they expressed themselves. 



Breathing Fresh AIR - Students go Green Camp  
 
Our Music and Visual Arts Students of the Artists-In-Residency-Programme (AIR Programme) 
visited Green Camp Gallery Project on 14 and 21 June 2018 to learn about concepts such as 
urban farming, recycling, organic farming, biodiversity and much more.  
 
Green Camp Gallery Project is a NPO working towards recycling and rehabilitating depressed 
spaces into growing and thriving environments. In 2014, the organization established an 
urban sustainability hub premised on filling the gap in access by those who stand to benefit 
from improved quality of urban life at 246 Umbilo Road, Glenwood Durban. 
 

Xolani Hlongwa and Åsa Nilsson, the Green Camp Gallery Project initiators and inhabitants, 
and BAT Centre students discussed questions of life, sustainability, balance and purpose – a 
truly inspiring experience.  

Statements by Students: 

You can use your own space to create something.  
I will always remember this day – experiencing something unexpected, based in Durban, a 
breath of fresh air for the first time. 
I would like everyone whom I know to go visit Green Camp and revive their minds and souls.  
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ZAKIFO BENEFITS CONCERT @ BAT CENTRE
As part of the 100 Years of Madiba Celebration, Zakifo and BAT Centre hosted a Benefit 
Concert with guests and music lovers from around the world in association with the Nelson 
Mandela Foundation. The Durban Harbour waterfront came alive with the sweet sounds of 
music from South African icon Sipho Hotstix Mabuse, Guinean kora maestro Sekou Kouyate, 
Cape Verdean songstress Elida Almeida, and the ever passionate multi-genre spinner Nick 
Hamman 
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Head2Head  
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BAT Centre is seeing rounds and rounds of ambitious dancing battles, music performances, 
artists gathering to draw, fashion and plenty of good vibes at our Head2Head Event Series! 
Head2Head went into action on 28 April, 26 May and 16 June, featuring young energetic 
dancers in the "Head2Head Allstyles Dance League 2018" - watch them battle each other in 
the upcoming months at BAT Centre.  



Uplifting young talent, empowering individuals and supporting local entrepreneurship are 
important factors for every community – no matter where you are in the world. A German 
delegation, made up of members of economy, trade and politics, made their way to BAT 
Centre to learn about the arts and culture hub of Durban on 4 June 2018.  
 

 
We were honored to introduce BAT Centre’s work to them: The Mayor of the city of Bremen 
in North Germany, Dr. Carsten Sieling, and other visitors expressed their gratitude for the 
introduction to BAT Centre and emphasized their interest in further cooperation and exchange 
between Durban and Bremen. This way, we can learn from each other and strengthen our 
communities.  
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Visit of Mayor of Bremen 



New Faces @ BAT Centre 
 

New Marketing & Publicity Team Member : 
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The BAT Centre prides in excellence  and continues to commit in developing and improving 
artistic skills to the youth of KZN.  This year we introduce to you new energetic members 
that have joined BAT family.  

The Marketing & Publicity team has been joined by a Unisa graduate – Thulani Msiya who 
promises to share his fresh ideas as the organisation provides him with opportunities to 
explore his interests and develop professional skills and competencies 

´ I hold a National Diploma in Marketing which I obtained at UNISA as well as Information 
Technology and Computer Science obtained in Elangeni College. I have been with the BAT 
for a month now, so far it is  good and exciting. I am looking forward to creating brand 
awareness and at the same time satisfying the organisation and  public‘s need,“ said Thulani. 



New Artists @ BAT 

We spoke to a fashion designer – Thokozani Mbatha , a well-known fashion designer who 
has travelled far and exhibited his fashion all over the world, grew up in Durban – and has 
put up a studio at BAT Centre. We wanted to hear more from the new BAT Centre member 
and sat down for a good talk.  

Thokozani Mbatha captured while designing garments.  

What are you trying to achieve with your work?     
 
I communicate to the world with my work. It is a mixture of arts along with current affairs 
and a certain kind of consciousness. I am advocating love – self-love. I am trying to show 
people what I think is right and that everyone can do well. At the same time, I am also 
provoking with my work, asking questions, making up slogans. 
 
Which questions are you asking? 
 
We need to look inside and see: What is beautiful inside? We as Africans do not have to look 
outwards and chase after things. We can be proud of everything we are. We just need to 
figure out, where is Africa in nowaday´s globalized world? The uniqueness of our continent is 
already there, it is visible. 
What, if all the people just left South Africa or Africa with their skills? Of course, every 
country has immigrants, even South Africa itself comes alive and becomes interesting with 
new people coming in. If you decide to leave, the only thing I am asking you is: Do not look 
down on the place where you came from.  
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Our Artist Studios have been occupied by new artists which are bringing their unique creative 
artistic styles that are all set to blow away arts lovers.  



The other member that has joined the organisation is Samukelisiwe Gumbi, better known as 
Sam. The new  dynamic resident of our crafts shop also has crafts classes every Monday and 
Wednesday between 11AM – 3PM. The shop is open throughout the whole week between 
9AM and 4PM. She told us more about her work: 

´I was introduced to BAT Centre in 2000 – back then, I learned a lot about crafts myself. I get 
my inspiration from just walking around, seeing things, and transforming them into ideas. 
Later on, I started teaching crafters, especially in rural areas. It is good for the youths, it will 
keep them busy so they do not start smoking and drinking.  

Now, I enjoy teaching at BAT Centre and showcasing all of the great work to our customers, 
making them aware, this is all hand-made. There is a lot of time and material that goes into 
this. BAT Centre is a great place to meet and work with people and young students“.  
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What made you come to BAT Centre? 
 
Coming to BAT Centre is an experience: It is an arts space I have known for many years and 
that has produced people that I look up to. I saw all the changes – and now I am here myself 
with my own space, meeting a lot of interesting people. I feel like the designing I am doing 
here speaks about the environment, full of young people and energy. 
Also, there´s nothing more beautiful than coming back to Durban after being away. I love the 
city very much – it shows in my work. 
 
Where are your plans for the next 20  to 30 years ?   
 
I will be living in Drakensberg, going back to the land where I grew up. I will hopefully have a 
large family – I really do not want to be alone when I am old. I will live with a young partner 
who will run my business for me. [laughs] 
 
What do you want to tell Durban´s young people you meet at BAT Centre? 
 
I am just thinking: Your future is going to be made up of today´s decisions. Whoever you 
want to be, the decisions you are taking now, they will show. If you decide to smoke or 
drink, OK. You just need to ask yourself: Where do you want to be? Who do you want to be? 
Everyone makes mistakes – you simply have to be mindful with your decisions. 
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More than 400 children experienced love, warmth and laughter during The BAT Centre's Children Holiday 
Programme. The programme, which kick-started on 26 June and ended on 6 July 2018, was attended by 
children between 6 and 15 years from various Durban areas such as Clairwood, Burnwood, Dalton, South 
Beach, St Georges, Albert Park and hostels from the inner city.  
 
The children participated in a number of activities around arts, music and life skills. Drawing, reading and 
storytelling for the youngest ones, team-building activities, games and life-skill discussions for the older ones 
made up a great programme - along with educational talks on drug consumption by the Department of Social 
Development and recycling by Durban Solid Waste, as well as a clean-up in cooperation with Durban Green 
Corridors. The programme culminated in a grand showcasing day with children singing, dancing and 
performing poetry and guest performances. 
 
The Children's Holiday Programme gives opportunities to children in underprivileged areas, to encourage a 
socially cohesive society that is sensitive to their needs.  
The BAT Centre would like to thank all sponsors : Dawood, Department of Social Development, Durban Green 
Corridors, Durban Solid Waste, Johnson & Johnson - for making CHP such a successful programme 

 CHILDREN HOLIDAY PROGRAMME 
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